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ABSTRACT 

This paper summarizes development of a reliability based 
screening procedure that can be used in platform assessments and 
requalifications. The maximum static furte acting on a platform 
system is treated as a function ofrandom variables. Its statistical 
properties are derived considering the uncertainties associated 
with environmental conditions, structure conditions, kinematics, 
and fon:e calculation procedures. The statistical properties of the 
capacity of the platform system are cbaractl:ri7.ed using a 
combination of parallel elements and series components. The 
series components are the superstructure (deck), each bay of the 
substructure Oacket), and the foundation. The capacity of the 
platform is reached when the capacity of anyone of these 
components is reached. Wrthin each component there are parallel 
elements: deck legs, braces, joints, and piles. In order fir a 
component to reach its capacity, all ofthe parallel elements have 
to filil. 

The proposed reliability analysis in this paper is based on a 
First Order Second Moment (FOSM) approach. A study is made 
ofthe implications of the simplified FOSM method. In the case 
ofan eight-leg chilling and production plalfonn located in Gulf 
of Mexico, the results from FOSM reliability analysis sc 
compared with those from First and Second Order Reliability 
Methods (FORM and SORM). Lognormal and Type I Extreme 
Value dis1n1>utions wae selected fir cbaractaization of the 
expected annual maximwn wave heights. In both cases the 
results are in good agreemmt with those from the simplified 
FOSM analysis. The FOSM safety indices are close 
approximations to those from FORM and SORM analyses. In 
addition to reliability indices fir diffismt fililure modes, bounds 
for the system probability of failure are estimatecl 

Detailed structural reliability analyses of template-type 
offibore plalfonns are proht1>itive, costly and experts are needed 
to perform the analyses. The simplified procedure introduced in 
this paper is meant to enable the awrage sttuctural engineer to 
perfirm reliability analyses of jacket-type offilhore platforms 

rapidly and with sufficient accuracy. The reliability based 
screening procedure identifies the potential failure modes and 
'weak-links' of a platform system. The procedure can 
incorporate damaged, defective, and repaired elements. This 
procedW"e can be used to identify the critical platforms that need 
to undergo a detailed assessment so that limited available 
resources can be most efficiently utilized. Moreover, this method 
can be used in the design optimization ofplatform structures to 
help assure that desirable robustness and damage tolerance is 
incorporated into the structures. 

APPROACH 

The simplified reliability analysis procedure presented in 
this paper is based on deterministic load and resistance 
formulations fir template-type of!Shore platforms that have hem 
previously developed and verified by the authors (Bea and 
DesRocbes, 1993; _Mortazavi and Bea, 1994; Bea and 
Mortazavi, 1995; Bea et al, 1995a; 1995b). Collapse 
mechanisms are assumed fir the three primary components that 
comprise a template-type plalfonn including the deck legs, 
jacket, and pile foundation. Based on presumed faillU'e modes, 
the principle ofvirtual work is utilized to formulak: the ultimate 
lateral loading capacity fir each component. Where d. 
sigirlficance, geometric and material nonlinearities sc 
considered. The environmental loading conditions combination 
is chosen to be the wind gpeed component and cunmt 
component that occur at the same time and in the same principal 
direction as the expected maximum wave height. The wave 
period is taken to be the expected period associated with the 
expected maximum wave height. 

The reliability analysis procedW"e formulated in this paper is 
based on the assumption of two-state s1ruclunll components; a 
component can be in a smo..- or fail-state. Furthennore it is 
assumed that the uncertainties associated with the state of the 
component can be described by random vambles. For each 
platform component with the resistance R and load S, the 
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probability of fililure is equal to 1he probability 1hat the load is the mean vector of1he resistance function ii.id 
exceeds 1he resistance · 

p,=P{R<S] (I) 

Assuming that R and S are random variables with 1he joint 
probability density fimctlonf,..(r,s), 1he probability offailure can 
be written as 

(2) 

In general, the resistance R and the load S are themselves 
functions ofrandom variables. Assuming X(x1, xz. .... , x,J to be 
a set of random variables that completely describe the load and 
resistance cbaracteristics with a joint probability density function 
fx(x), and further assuming that the state of the component is 
descnDed by a function g(x) so that g(x)=<O indicates failure, 
the probability of failure can be given by the n-fold integral 

(3) 

g(x) is often refmed to as the limit state function. Problems 
associated with evaluating the above integral include: a) fr(x) 
may not be completely known due to lack of statistical data, b) 
the limit state function, g(x), may not completely descn"be the 
true state of the component, and c) even in absence of the 
problems stated above, integrating the integral in Equation 3 can 
bea formidable task (Der Kiureghian, 1994). 

To circumvent these problems, reliability measures undeo
incomplete statistical information have been developed. Much cf 
the early work on structural reliability analysis was based on 
such measures. The complete handling of this subject is not 
within the scope of this paper. The background used to develop 
simplified reliability analysis formulations fer jacket-type 
offshore structures is summari=I in the following. 

er~ 
I = P11cruer" (7) 

P./JJJ" P.i<rJJa •· 

defines the covariance matrix, whereas 

iJR iJRVR = -;r:;:- ;r:;:-: ..... iJR J (8)[ x, x, ax. 
is the gradient vector of the resistance function which is 
evaluated at the mean vector in Equation (6). Similar 
formulations can be derived fur the load function S. Defining a 
safety margin as 

M=lnR-lnS (9) 

the probability of failure can be given by 

p,-cDF(U) (JO) 

(II) 

is a standard variate with zero mean and unit standard deviation. 
µ., and "" are the mean and standard deviation of the safety 
margin respectively. Preswning Lognormal distn"bution ir 
loads and capacities, the exact reliability index can be given as 

Based on a mean value First Order Second Moment 
(FOSM) approximation, the reliability index and probability II 
failure are estimated for all potential failure modes. Using a first
order Taylor-series approximation around the mean point of 1he 
load and resistance equations formulated in a previous work 
(Mcrtazavi and Bea, 1995), the first two statistical moments cf 
loads inposed on and capacities of platform components can be 
computed. Given that the resistance R ofa structural component 
is a function of random variables (x1, xi. .... , x,J, its mean and 
standard deviation can be given by 

(4) 

and 

(5) 

M,=~,, µ,, ..... µJ (6) 

(12) 

(13) 

er!,= tn(1+ V!}- mV+ V.)-- 21n(!+ p /IS V.. Vs) 
(14) 

and 

(15) 

where I'denotes the coefficient ofvariation, PllS is the correlation 
(""""' ieol between loading and capacity. and ti>(.) Is the 
cumulative Standard Normal distn"bution function. Note that 
these equations and those derived fur jointly normally 
distn"buted loads and capacities are the only known exact md 
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closed form solutions of the probability of fBilw"e for non-trivial 
distnDutions of loads and capacities. Unimodal bounds on 
probability of failure ofa series system, p,.. can be estimat..t by 

(16) 

wbc.-e ~ denotes the probability of failure of the f' componenL 
The lower bound is based upon the assumption of pcrict 
correlation among all component fBilw"e modes. The upper 
bound is based upon the assumption ofno correlation among the 
component failure modes. In general, unimodal bounds are 
useful when there exists a dominating failure mode. However, in 
case of otIShore platforms, the fBilw"e of diffa'em slIUctural 
components have been showo to be strongly correlated mainly 
due to common dominating uncertainties in loading variables 
(Nordal, et al, 1988). 

LOADING AND CAPACITY FORMULATIONS 

Stonn Loadings 

All of the structure elements are modeled as equivalent 
vertical cylinders 1hat are located at the wave aest (Bea, 
Mottazavi 1995). Appurtenances (boat landings, risers) ..., 
modeled in a similar manoer. For inclined members, the 
effective vertical projected area is determined by multiplying the 
product ofmember length and diameter by the cube ofthe cosine 
of its angle with a horizontal axis. A combination ofstorm wind 
load and hydrodynamic wave and current loads is considered 

(17) 

The wind load is given by 

(18) 

where K. is a structure dependent loading parameter, and V.,, is 
the wind speed 1hat occurs at the same time as the maximum 
wave heighL The total integrated hydrodynamic drag bee 
acting oo a surface piercing vertical cylinder can be expressed as 

S.=K,K.H' (19) 

K. is an integration function 1hat imqrates the velocities along 
the cylinder and is a function of wave steepness and the wave 
theory used to estimate the velocities. ~ is a fun:c coef!icimt 
and a function of mass density of water p, diameter of the 
cylinder D, and drag cocfficimt c,,. The mean funlcs acting on 
the elements arc integrated and the shear fcrce at each component 
level is calculated. These integrated shear fcrces define the means 
ofthe load variables So for deck, S,, for each jacket hay, and lhe 
base shear SF for the foundation hay. The c:oefficiem ofvariation 
ofwave load is given as 

(20) 

Since lhe dominath\g storm condition is lhe maximum 
wave height and its iissociated period, evaluation of the 
uncertainties in lhe wind forces does not play a major role and is 
not included. 

Deck Legs Shear capacity 

A mecli•nism in the deck leg hay would form when plastic 
hinges are developed at lhe top and bottom of all of the deck 
legs. Using 1his fBilw"e mode as a virtual displacement, virtual 
worlc principle can be utilized to estimate the deck leg shear 
resistance R,,(Bea, Mortazavi 1995) 

I
R.= H. (2nM.-Qii) (21) 

A=MH( H, + 
1

) (22)
• '6El; c:': 

(23)M. -co{n Qin)= 0 
M~ 2 P.,, 

H, and 14 arc the height and moment of inertia of the deck legs. 
M. is the ultimate moment 1hat can be resisted by the aoss
section in the presence ofaxial load and is derived from the M-P 
interaction equation for tubular cross-sections (equation 23). ii 
denotes the deck hay drift at collapse. C, is a rotational stiffuess 
parameter 1hat accounts for the presence ofjacket at lhe bottom of 
deck legs. Q denotes lhe total vatical deck load and n is the 
number of supporting deck legs. The moment capacity of 1he 
legs Ma and lhe local buckling capacity Pa1 are treated as 
random variables. According to equation (5) and assuming 
perfect com:lation between M,, and P.,,, lhe variance of the deck 
legs capacity can be given as 

where aRd and i}R.t are the partial derivatives of the deck 

iJMa iJPa1 
legs shear capacity, Rd, with respect to critical moment and 
buckling capacities, Ma and P,,., evaluated at the mean values 
J'- and µ,.,,. 

Jacket Bays Shear Capacity 

Lateral shear capacity in a given jacket hay is assumed to be 
reached when lhe vertical diagonal braces or !heir associated 
joints are no longer capable ofresisting the lateral load acting on 
the jacket hay. Tensile and compressive capacity of lhe diagonal 
braces, lhe associated joint capacities, and the batter compooall 
of axial funlcs in lhe legs due to overtuming moment n 
Included to estimate the jacket hay shear capacity (Bea, 
Mortazavi l 99S). 
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It should be noted th.at the axial capacities of diagonal 
braces are negatively correlated with the lateral loading. This 
correlation is implicitly accounted for. Assuming a threo-hinge 
tidlme mode fur laterally loaded compression diagonals, the 
following equilibrium equation can be derived fur the uhlmate 
axial capacity ofsuch members (Bea, Mortazavi, 1995) 

=----_-::.M.:;:;r..__,__.......-.!!.L (1.5)

P. BL1, 

1BA J.. _!__] 
]+ 2 sin.0.5E e' COS!_ 

1. sine .. 2 

whcree = z{l;and .do, P, and I are the initial out-of

straightness, axial furce and unbraced length of the diagonal 
brace respectively. Thus the variance of the axial compression 
capacity ofa transversally loaded brace can be given by 

, , I , (26)2 )'a,..=a,.,,+ Bi!o a.( 

where it is assumed that .do is a deterministic parameter and that 
the fust term in Equation (25) equals the buckling load of the 
brace in the absence of lateral distnDuted load w. 

The tubular joint capacity equations given in the design 
guidelines API RP2A-LRFD (API, 1993) are adopted in this 
work. To obtain the statistical properties of the joint-brace 
element resistance, it is assumed that the tensile and 
compressive capacities ofjoint and vertical diagonal braces are 
Lognonnally distn1mted. Using the results of structural system 
reliability for series systems, the cumulative distnDution 
function of the ultimate axial loading capacity of a joint-brace
joint system can be given as 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

where µt and <ft (i=I to 3) denote the mean and slandard 
deviation ofthe tensile « compressive capacity of the brace and 
its associated joints. Given the capacity distnDution timction 
F.fr), µ. and <1R, the mean and standard deviation of the 
capacity of the joint-brace system can be estimated using 
numerical integration. 

To estimate the lateral loading capacity of a given jacket 
bay, it is assumed that interconnecting horizontal brace elements 

are rigid Further, the notion of Most Likely To Fail (ML TF) 
element is introduced. MLTF member is defined as the joint
brace element with the lowest expected ~ over sti1lhess 
ratio. Thus, the lower-bound capacity of the n• jacket bay R,. , 
which is associated with the first member failure in that bay, can 
be given as 

(30) 

where F, is the sum ofbatter components ofaxial pile and leg 
forces in the given bay and 

a= P • .MLTF (31)• K...TF 

is the lateral drift of the n• jacket bay at the onset of first 
member &ilun:. Kt are deterministic facton accounting ir 
geomell)' and relative member stifthess (aKt - horizontal shear 
fon:e ofbrace element I at the onset of fim brace « joint lililun: 
within the given bay). Assuming no correlation between the 
capacity of the MLTF member and lateral shear in the jadcet 
legs, the variance of the lower-bound capacity of the n• jacket 
bay can be given as 

(32) 

where 

Cf h.JILTF 

Cf; K (33) 
MLTF 

Bn. denotes the bias associated with the batter component d 
axial leg force, F,,, at the given bay. The upper-bound capacity of 
the n• jacket bay RJ. , which is associated with tailure of all 
main load canying metnbers in that bay, can be given as 

(34) 

where R, is the horizootal component of the ultimate axial 
capacity of the joint-brace element i. at account fur the post
yielding behavior ofsemi-brittle brace or joint elements ( aJt 
residual strength of element i) and are assumed to have 
deterministic values. Assuming peifect C«relation among the 
member capacities Rt and R1 within the given bay, the variance 
of the upper-bound capacity ofthen• jacket bay can be given as 

a'... E I,a;a,cr,.cr,,+(BFLC1FL1 (3S) 
tJ 

Foundation Capacity 

Lateral and axial &ilun: modes are consida'Cd in the pile 
foundation. The lateral failure mode is similar to that of the deck 
legs. In addition to moment resistance of the piles, the lateral 
support provided by foundation soils and the batter component 
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of the axial pile for= are considered. For clay and in case a· 
linearly increasing shear strength with depth, the ultimate lateral 
capacity of the pile, p a.1. can be estimated mm the following 
equation (Mortazavi and Bea, 1995) 

(36) 

where 

c sM(-A+11~)+./(A+11~J+211P.1) (37) 

B-A
TJ=Lp (38) 

~=15D+X (39) 

(40) 

(41) 

s., and s., denote the undrained shear strength at the mudline 
and pile-tip. Lp, D and X denote the embedded pile length, 
diameter and scour depth around the pile respectively. For a 
constant shear strength distribution over depth, Equation (36) 
reduces to that given by Tang and Gilbert (1990). For 
cobesionless soils, the distnbution of lateral soil pressure along 
a pile at a depth z, is assumed to be 

(42) 

y denotes the submerged unit weight of soil and K,. is the 
passive lateral soil pressure coefficient and given by 

K, =tan'(45 + ~) (43) 

~ is the effective angle of internal friction of the soil. The 
ultimate lateral foo:e that can be developed at the pile top is 
(Tang and Gilbert, 1990) 

2.A-f (44) 

P.=[x+o.s4{~;:,f] 

The axial resistance of a pile is based on the combined 

ell.eds ofa shear yield 1m:e acting on the lateral surfilce of the 
pile and a normal yield 1m:e acting over the entire base end a 
the pile. Thus the ultimate axial capacity, Q, can be expressed 
as 

Q-Q.+Q,-q A,+ /_A.. (45) 

Q denotes the ultimate end bearing and Q is the ultimate sbaft 
capaeity, q is the normal end yield force per unit of pile-end area 
acting on the area of pile tip A,. and Jn denotes the ultimate 

average shear yield force per unit oflateral surface area of the pile 
acting on embedded area ofpile shaft A.,.. It is assumed that the 
pile is rigid and that shaft friction and end bearing for= me 
activated simultaneously. It is furtbtt assumed that the spacing 
of the piles is sufficiently great so that there is no interaction 
between the piles. 

Taking into account the uncertainties in soil and pile 
material properties and biases associated with capacity modeling 
and using the FOSM approach described earlier, the uncertainty 
in foundation capacities can also be estimated. In the case d 
lateral pile capacity, the uncertainty associated with the batter 
component of the pile 1m:e is added to the total capacity 
uncertainty for vertically driven piles. 

EXAMPLE APPUCA TION 

Using the formulations presented in Ibis paper, the 
structural reliability of an actual offiibcre platform bas been 
evaluated. Located in the Main Pass area of the Gulf of Mexico, 
the eight-leg template-type platform is installed in a water depth 
ofapproximately 271 reet (Figure 1). Designed and installed in 
1968-70, the platform bas been exposed.to high environmental 
loading developed by hurricanes passing through the Gulf (Bea, 
et al 1995). Because the wind loading is less than 10 % of the 
total lateral loading, only wave 1m:e is considered in the 
reliability evaluation. According to oceanographic studies 
performed for the site, the 100 year return period wave height, 
H1oo, is 70 feet. The uncertainties associated with the expected 
annual maximum wave height predictions are SllllllDllriz.e in 
Table 1 (Bea 1990). Considering the uncertainties in the 
predicted wave heights results in a total bias (true value I 
predicted value) of Ba =I.I and a coefficient of variation of Va 
=034. Assuming Lognormal and Type I Extreme Value 
distnbutions, the probabilistic characteristics of the expected 
annual maximum wave heights are sUllll11llri7.ed in Table 2. The 
wave height distnbution parameters were determined by fitting 
the tails of the distnbutions to the predicted extreme wave 
heights. The variabilities of the 1m:e coefficicms developed by 
Bea ( 1990) are used to estimate the uncertainties associated with 
the wave for= (Table 3). These estimates are consistent with 
the simplified analytial models employed to calculate the 
loadings. 
It should be noted that once the wave crest elewtion exceeds the 
platform lower deck elevation, the load pattern changes 
significantly and the total 1m:es acting on the platform inaease 
much filsh:r than before. In Ibis example, this r.:t haS not been 
accounted for. In general, the problem can be circumvented by 
considering conditional probabilities (pj,H). In Ibis case, the 
total probability of failure can be estimated by 

(46) 

Analytical models have been developed and w:rified to 
calculate the wavc-in-tbe-decl<: 1m:es (Bea, et al. 1995; Loch, 
Bea, 1995). 
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The structural reliability of the example plalfOIDI is studied strength of compression braces and sriffiicss prope.1ies of inter
ir the two principal orthogonal directions. For each load coonecting horimntal braces. ' 
dnclioo, eight diffi:reot lililure modes are Identified mid 
-1yr.ed; one In the superstructure, me In the substructure, md 
two foundation fiillure modes. . 

For aitical bending moment, M.., local buckling capacity 
P.., IDd global buckling capacity of diagonal braces, p.,, ~ 
mean-value c:urws given by Cox (1987) are utilized. These me 
represented by the following equations 

M..= M,[I.ll~exp(-l.63~f,D)] (47) 

P- =P, ~o3-0.241l,') for 0 < l < I. 7 (49) 

M,=Z I, (50) 

· P,= Af, (51) 

(52)).=(~XX:~ 
where Z, l, and K are the plastic section modulus of the aoss
section, slenderness ratio of the member, mid buckling length 
1iiclm' respectively. For bending resistance, a combined 
coefficieot ofvariation (COV) of0.106 is given by Cox(l987). 
the COV fir local buckling is 0.117, which includes the test 
uncertainties, uncertainties in steel yield strength (COV =0.08) 
and uncertainties associated with fabrication. This value i; 
reported to be ~ over the entire range ofpractical values d 
EtlfyD and Dlt respectively. The uncertainties of column 
resistance over a practical range of l are given in Table 4 (Cox, 
1987). In addition to uncertainties associated with test and 
fabri~on, the uncertainties associated with yield stress /,, 
elastic modulus E, and etrective colunm length &eta- K se 
included in the colunm resistance uncertainty. 

A tubular joint failure mode is not included in the presented 
ieliability analysis since the leg-pile annulus and the joints me 
grouted and the joints are significantly stronger than the braces. 
In the general case, the joints capecities and the uncertainties and 
biases can be included in the analyses. 

In this example, the upper-bound capacity f01D1ulation is 
used fir the jacket bays. Deterministic va1nes are assigned to 
brace residual strength fi>ctols a, which are cahbrated to give 
results consistent with those gained ftom a detailed noolinear 
pushover analysis of the studied plalfOIDI (Bea, et al~ 1995). In 
a general case however, the a filctor is unknown and can be 
cons~ ~ a . rand'?m variable itself The uncertainty 
associated with this variable reflects the modeling uncertainty 
introduced by using simplifying assumptions regarding residual 

Due to lack of data regarding the pile capacity modeling 
uncertainty, the total uncertainties recommended by Tang mid 
Gilbert (1990) me used, which are bued on test results ad 
bnplicitly Include the model unca1llinties (Table S). The 
uncertainty assoclated with the beUa" c:oinroc-t ofthe pile ilRlC 
is added to the total capKily uncertainty givco fir wrtlcal piles. 
Available test data on mdllly 1oeded piles lndjcate a wry wide 
nmge in capKily bias. the uncertainties assodll'ed with axial 
capecities ofdriven piles are given by Tang (1988) (Table 6). 
Current studies of the perfunnance characteristics of plalforms 
subjected to storm loadings indicates that the mean biases in 
lateral and axial pile capacities indicated in Tables 5 and 6 
represent a lower bound (mean biases in the range of 2 to 3) 
(Young, Bea, 1995; Bea et al 1995a; 1995b). 

To study the effect on FOSM iesults of different probability 
distnDutions ofmaximum wave height and nonlinear limit state 
functions, the computer program CALREL (Liu et. al, 1989). 
was used to perform FORM IDd SORM analyses in addition to 
FOSM analysis. In the case of Lognormally dis1n"buted load mid 
capacity variables, the results ftom the simplified FOSM 
analysis and those ftom more sophisticated FORM and SORM 
are given in Tables 8 and 9. FORM and SORM analyses have 
also been performed assuming a Type I Extreme Value 
distribution for the annual expected maximum wave heights. No 
significant changes in the reliability indices are observed for the 
two dilI=ot distributions of expected annual maximum wave 
heights. The FOSM safety indices are close approximations to 
those determined from the FORM and SORM analyses. 

The iesults summarized in Tables 8 and 9 and Figures 2 
and 3 indicate that the most probable failure mode in both 
loading cases involves the fiillure of the diagonals in the seoood 
jacket bay. The large un=Wnties in storm loadings are due to 
uncertainties in fine calculations and those associated with 
pedicted wave heights. The large uncertainties in jacket bay 
capecities are mainly due to uncertainties associated with the 
lateral loading mid the load-capacity correlation which is 
implicitly 8CC8Ullte<l for in this analysis. The uncertainties in 
lateral capacity ofjacket bays are larger for the broadside loading 
direction than the end-on loading direction. This can be 
explained by the fact that for the broadside loading case, 
compressive buckling ofdiagonal K-braces govern the tiiilure d. 
the jacket, whereas in the case of end-on loading, tensile 
yielding of diagonal braces govern the ultimate lateral loading 
capacity ofthe jacket. The compressive buckling of the braces is 
associated with much larger uncertainties than the tensile 
yielding. the foundation piles have safety indices that me 
COUipiiiable with those in the supentructure. Given recognition 
ofthe additional mean biases cited earlier the foundation safety 
indices would be increased substantially. ' 

Based on the FOSM results, unimodal bounds on annual 
probabilities of lililure are estimated for both loading directions 
IDd given in Table 7. The tililure probabilities range from about 
1 % ~ year to ~ % per year depending on the assumptions 
regarding correlation of the failure modes. Given the laige 
~ uncertainties relative to those of the component 
capac1ties, one would expect the correlation of the fililure modes 
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to be nearly IJDity (Nordal ct al. 1988). Thus, the most realistic 
&lkR probability would be rqnsented by the lower bound 
results. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A simplified procedure is presented to pcrfonn structural 
reliability llll8lysis of conventional, jacket-type, ofliibcrc 
pllllforms. Simplified formulations of storm loadings OD and 
c:apacitics of such platforms arc ulili7.cd to develop a 
probabilistic failure analysis procedure. These formulations have 
been developed and verified during recent studies by the authors 
(Bea and DesRoches, 1993, Mortazavi and Bea, 1994, Bea and 
Mortazavi, 1995, Bea et al., 1995, Young. Bea, 1995). 
Comparisons of these formulations with results from full 1hn:e 
dimensional nonlinear analyses indicates a sligltly conservative 
bias of the forces and an cssentially unbiased estimate of the 
components and system capacities. The reliability analysis 
procedure presented in this paper is based on a first order sccood 
moment approach. It is assumed that the loads and capacities me 
lognormally distn1>utcd. The comlation between loads and 
capacities is implicitly accounted for. 

A case study is performed and the structural reliability of an 
eight-leg offihore drilling and production platform located in 
Gulf of Mexico is studied In addition to reliability indices fir 
different failure modes, unimodal bounds foc the system 
probability of failure is estimated. Using the computer program 
CALREL, first order and second order reliabilities are also 
computed. Two diffc:rell! distributions are selected for the 
maximum wave height; Lognormal and Type I Extreme Value. 
In both cases the results are in good agreement with those fia:n 
the simplified FOSM analysis. The FOSM safety indices are 
close approximations to those derived from FORM and SORM 
analyses. 

The simplified procedure introduced in this paper is meant 
to enable the avenge structural engineer to rapidly perlixm 
structural reliability analyses of jacket-type offilhore platforms. 
This reliability based screening procedure can be used to identify 
the critical structures that need to undergo a detailed assessment 
so that the limited available resources can be most efficiently 
utiliz.ed. Moreover, this method can be used in the design 
optimization of platform structures to help assure that desirable 
robustness or damage tolerance is incorporated into the 
structures. 
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Table 1: Wave Height Uncertainties 

<rwr I Blas (!III. I Ur.m 
0.3 1.1 0.13I I
H-

Table 2: Probabilistic Characteristics of the Maximum 

Wave Height 


I!!!. CflJ <ra: CflJ 
34.5 11.7I67,!z I
34.0 11.4 

Table 3: Force Coefficient Uncertainties (Bea, 1990) 

0-.... Blas (!JI}, o;... 
K. 0.1 0.41 0.47 

K, 0.1 1.67 0.23
I I 


Tang W.H. and Gilbert R.B. (1990). Offshore Lateral Pile 
Design Reliability. Research Report fa- Project PRAC 87-29 
sponsored by the American Petrolewn Institute. 

Tang W.H. (1988) Offshore Axial Pile Design Reliability. 
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Table 4: Column Resistance Uncertainties (Cox, 1987) 

l 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
COY 0.099 0.100 0.106 0.119 0.150 0.212 
 

Table 5: Lateral Pile Capacity Uncertainties (Tang, 1990) 
 

Lateral Ca-·c'"' In: Blas COY 
Clav 0.92 0.20 
Sand 0.81 0.21 

Table 6: Axial Pile Capacity Uncertainties (Tang, 1988) 

Axial Pile Canacitv in: Bias COY 
Sand 0.9 0.47 - 0.56 
Clav 1.3 - 3.7 0.32 - 0.53 

Table 7: Unimodal Bounds on Pr (Example Platform) 

Loadino Lower Bound n& u--·r Bound --. 
End -on O.Oll 0.046 

Broadside 0.013 0.042 

Table 8: Component Reliabilities, Broadside Loading (Example Platform) 

BROADSIDE LOAD BIA~ c.o.v CAP BIAS c.o.v FOSM FORl'J SOR"i 
.OADING (KIPS) (KIPS) p Pf p p 
DECK LEGS 197 0.83 1.(Xl 2iill6 1.00 0.11 3.64 1.34E-04 3.51 3.51 - . 
JACKET 

. 
BAY1 544 0.83 1.03 2932 1.00 o.oe 2.61 4.52E-03 2A8 2A8 

BAY2 621 0.83 1.03 :21521 1.00 024 2.22 1.32E-02 2.0B 2.12 

t:IAY3 6311 0.83 1.03 4130 1.00 0.45 2.41 8.07E-03 2.41 2.lr1 . 

EJAY4 641 0.83 1.03 5702 1.00 OA9 2Jil 3Jl5E-03 2.715 2.111) 

EJAYS 643 0.83 1.03 6157 1.00 OA8 2.715 2.94E-03 2B4 2.80 

FOUNDATION 
-ATERAL 643 0.83 1.03 7100 Q.81 0.56 2.1111 35££03 2Jil 2Jil 

llXIAL 1035 0.83 1.03 4063 1.5 o.31 2.152 5.79E-03 2.411 2.411 
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Table 9: Component Reliabilities, End-on Loading (Example Platform) 

END-ON LOAD BIA• c.o.v CAP BIA: c.o.v FOSM FOR~ SOR• 
~OADING (KIPS) (KIPS) p Pf p p 
OECK LEGS 13> QB3 1.00 2IDl 1.00 0.11 <l.22 1.l!OE-05 4.10 4.10 

LIACKET 
BAY1 - QB3 1.00 1854 1.00 0111 2A3 7.51E-03 2.211 2.211 

AY2 <499 QB3 1.00 3)48 1.00 0.10 228 1.1:£-02 2.12 2.14 

AY3 615 QB3 1.00 meo 1.00 0.15 2.39 8.54E-03 225 228 

AY4 518 QB3 1.00 2538 1.00 o.a> 2A3 7.62E«l 228 2.32 

BAYS S2l QB3 1.00 21!!12 1.00 026 2.51 6.02E-03 2.38 2A3 

FOUNDATION 
ATERAL S2l QB3 1.00 73l) OB1 0.53 2.88 1.96E-03 2.85 2.85 

•XIAL 1156 QB3 1.00 «lll3 1.5 031 2.74 3.12E-03 2.10 2.10 

115'
I' , 

187" 117' 

BROADSIDE ENO-ON -
Figure 1: Example Platform Elevatlous 

Dtck Lags ••••••••••••.--, Deck l.eQ8 
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Figure 3: Component Safety Indices (Annual) for End-on Figure 2: Component Safety Indices (Annual) for 
Broadside Loading Loading 
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	A SIMPLIFIED STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY ANALYSIS PROCEDURE . FOR USE IN ASSESSMENTS AND REQUALIFICATIONS OF . TEMPLATE-TYPE OFFSHORE PLATFORMS . 
	M. Mortazavi and R.G. Bea 
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	ABSTRACT 
	This paper summarizes development of a reliability based screening procedure that can be used in platform assessments and requalifications. The maximum static furte acting on a platform system is treated as a function ofrandom variables. Its statistical properties are derived considering the uncertainties associated with environmental conditions, structure conditions, kinematics, and fon:e calculation procedures. The statistical properties of the capacity of the platform system are using a combination of pa
	cbaractl:ri7.ed 

	The proposed reliability analysis in this paper is based on a First Order Second Moment (FOSM) approach. A study is made ofthe implications ofthe simplified FOSM method. In the case ofan eight-leg chilling and production plalfonn located in Gulf of Mexico, the results from FOSM reliability analysis sc compared with those from First and Second Order Reliability Methods (FORM and SORM). Lognormal and Type I Extreme Value dis1n1>utions wae selected fir cbaractaization of the expected annual maximwn wave height
	Detailed structural reliability analyses of template-type offibore plalfonns are proht1>itive, costly and experts are needed to perform the analyses. The simplified procedure introduced in this paper is meant to enable the awrage sttuctural engineer to perfirm reliability analyses of jacket-type offilhore platforms 
	Detailed structural reliability analyses of template-type offibore plalfonns are proht1>itive, costly and experts are needed to perform the analyses. The simplified procedure introduced in this paper is meant to enable the awrage sttuctural engineer to perfirm reliability analyses of jacket-type offilhore platforms 
	rapidly and with sufficient accuracy. The reliability based screening procedure identifies the potential failure modes and 'weak-links' of a platform system. The procedure can incorporate damaged, defective, and repaired elements. This procedW"e can be used to identify the critical platforms that need to undergo a detailed assessment so that limited available resources can be most efficiently utilized. Moreover, this method can be used in the design optimization ofplatform structures to help assure that des

	APPROACH 
	The simplified reliability analysis procedure presented in this paper is based on deterministic load and resistance formulations fir template-type of!Shore platforms that have hem previously developed and verified by the authors (Bea and DesRocbes, 1993; _Mortazavi and Bea, 1994; Bea and Mortazavi, 1995; Bea et al, 1995a; 1995b). Collapse mechanisms are assumed fir the three primary components that comprise a template-type plalfonn including the deck legs, jacket, and pile foundation. Based on presumed fail
	The reliability analysis procedW"e formulated in this paper is based on the assumption of two-state s1ruclunll components; a component can be in a smo..-or fail-state. Furthennore it is assumed that the uncertainties associated with the state of the component can be described by random vambles. For each platform component with the resistance R and load S, the 
	Figure
	probability of fililure is equal to 1he probability 1hat the load is the mean vector of1he resistance function ii.id exceeds 1he resistance · 
	p,=P{R<S] (I) 
	Assuming that R and S are random variables with 1he joint probability density fimctlonf,..(r,s), 1he probability offailure can be written as 
	(2) 
	Figure

	In general, the resistance R and the load S are themselves functions ofrandom variables. Assuming X(x1, xz. .... , x,J to be a set of random variables that completely describe the load and resistance cbaracteristics with a joint probability density function fx(x), and further assuming that the state of the component is descnDed by a function g(x) so that g(x)=<O indicates failure, the probability offailure can be given by the n-fold integral 
	(3) 
	Figure

	g(x) is often refmed to as the limit state function. Problems associated with evaluating the above integral include: a) fr(x) may not be completely known due to lack of statistical data, b) the limit state function, g(x), may not completely descn"be the true state of the component, and c) even in absence of the problems stated above, integrating the integral in Equation 3 can bea formidable task (Der Kiureghian, 1994). 
	To circumvent these problems, reliability measures undeoincomplete statistical information have been developed. Much cf the early work on structural reliability analysis was based on such measures. The complete handling of this subject is not within the scope of this paper. The background used to develop simplified reliability analysis formulations fer jacket-type offshore structures is summari=I in the following. 
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	is the gradient vector of the resistance function which is evaluated at the mean vector in Equation (6). Similar formulations can be derived fur the load function S. Defining a safety margin as 
	M=lnR-lnS (9) 
	the probability offailure can be given by 
	p,-cDF(U) (JO) 
	(II) 
	Figure

	is a standard variate with zero mean and unit standard deviation. 
	µ., and "" are the mean and standard deviation of the safety margin respectively. Preswning Lognormal distn"bution ir loads and capacities, the exact reliability index can be given as 

	Based on a mean value First Order Second Moment (FOSM) approximation, the reliability index and probability II failure are estimated for all potential failure modes. Using a firstorder Taylor-series approximation around the mean point of 1he load and resistance equations formulated in a previous work (Mcrtazavi and Bea, 1995), the first two statistical moments cf loads inposed on and capacities of platform components can be computed. Given that the resistance R ofa structural component is a function ofrand
	(4) 
	Figure

	and 
	and 

	(5) 
	Figure

	M,=~,, µ,, ..... µJ (6) 
	Sect
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	er!,= tn(1+ V!}-mV+ V.)--21n(!+ p /IS V.. Vs) 
	(14) and 
	(15) 
	Figure

	where I'denotes the coefficient ofvariation, PllS is the correlation (""""' ieol between loading and capacity. and ti>(.) Is the cumulative Standard Normal distn"bution function. Note that these equations and those derived fur jointly normally distn"buted loads and capacities are the only known exact md 

	Figure
	closed form solutions of the probability of fBilw"e for non-trivial distnDutions of loads and capacities. Unimodal bounds on probability offailure ofa series system, p,.. can be estimat..t by 
	(16) 
	Figure

	wbc.-e ~ denotes the probability offailure of the f' componenL The lower bound is based upon the assumption of pcrict correlation among all component fBilw"e modes. The upper bound is based upon the assumption ofno correlation among the component failure modes. In general, unimodal bounds are useful when there exists a dominating failure mode. However, in case of otIShore platforms, the fBilw"e of diffa'em slIUctural components have been showo to be strongly correlated mainly due to common dominating uncert
	LOADING AND CAPACITY FORMULATIONS 
	LOADING AND CAPACITY FORMULATIONS 
	Stonn Loadings 

	All of the structure elements are modeled as equivalent vertical cylinders 1hat are located at the wave aest (Bea, Mottazavi 1995). Appurtenances (boat landings, risers) ..., modeled in a similar manoer. For inclined members, the effective vertical projected area is determined by multiplying the product ofmember length and diameter by the cube ofthe cosine of its angle with a horizontal axis. A combination ofstorm wind load and hydrodynamic wave and current loads is considered 
	(17) 
	Figure

	The wind load is given by 
	The wind load is given by 

	(18) 
	Figure

	where K. is a structure dependent loading parameter, and V.,, is the wind speed 1hat occurs at the same time as the maximum wave heighL The total integrated hydrodynamic drag bee acting oo a surface piercing vertical cylinder can be expressed as 
	(19) 
	(19) 
	S.=K,K.H' 

	K. is an integration function 1hat imqrates the velocities along the cylinder and is a function of wave steepness and the wave theory used to estimate the velocities. ~ is a fun:c coef!icimt and a function of mass density of water p, diameter of the cylinder D, and drag cocfficimt c,,. The mean funlcs acting on the elements arc integrated and the shear fcrce at each component level is calculated. These integrated shear fcrces define the means ofthe load variables So for deck, S,, for each jacket hay, and lh
	(20) 
	Figure

	Since lhe dominath\g storm condition is lhe maximum wave height and its iissociated period, evaluation of the uncertainties in lhe wind forces does not play a major role and is not included. 
	Since lhe dominath\g storm condition is lhe maximum wave height and its iissociated period, evaluation of the uncertainties in lhe wind forces does not play a major role and is not included. 
	Deck Legs Shear capacity 
	A mecli•nism in the deck leg hay would form when plastic hinges are developed at lhe top and bottom of all of the deck legs. Using 1his fBilw"e mode as a virtual displacement, virtual worlc principle can be utilized to estimate the deck leg shear resistance R,,(Bea, Mortazavi 1995) 
	I
	R.= H. (2nM.-Qii) 
	R.= H. (2nM.-Qii) 
	(21) 

	A=MH( H, + ) 
	1
	(22)
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	(23)
	M. -co{n Qin)= 0 



	M~ 2 P.,, 
	M~ 2 P.,, 
	M~ 2 P.,, 
	H, and 14 arc the height and moment of inertia of the deck legs. 
	M. is the ultimate moment 1hat can be resisted by the aosssection in the presence ofaxial load and is derived from the M-P interaction equation for tubular cross-sections (equation 23). ii denotes the deck hay drift at collapse. C, is a rotational stiffuess parameter 1hat accounts for the presence ofjacket at lhe bottom of deck legs. Q denotes lhe total vatical deck load and n is the number of supporting deck legs. The moment capacity of 1he legs Ma and lhe local buckling capacity Pa1 are treated as random
	Figure
	where aRd and i}R.t are the partial derivatives of the deck 
	iJMa iJPa1 legs shear capacity, Rd, with respect to critical moment and buckling capacities, Ma and P,,., evaluated at the mean values J'-and µ,.,,. 
	Jacket Bays Shear Capacity 
	Lateral shear capacity in a given jacket hay is assumed to be reached when lhe vertical diagonal braces or !heir associated joints are no longer capable ofresisting the lateral load acting on the jacket hay. Tensile and compressive capacity of lhe diagonal braces, lhe associated joint capacities, and the batter compooall of axial funlcs in lhe legs due to overtuming moment n Included to estimate the jacket hay shear capacity (Bea, Mortazavi l 99S). 

	Figure
	It should be noted th.at the axial capacities of diagonal braces are negatively correlated with the lateral loading. This correlation is implicitly accounted for. Assuming a threo-hinge tidlme mode fur laterally loaded compression diagonals, the following equilibrium equation can be derived fur the uhlmate axial capacity ofsuch members (Bea, Mortazavi, 1995) 
	=----_-::.M.:;:;r..__,__.......-.!!.L (1.5).
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	whcree = z{l;and .do, P, and I are the initial out-of

	straightness, axial furce and unbraced length of the diagonal brace respectively. Thus the variance of the axial compression capacity ofa transversally loaded brace can be given by 

	, , I , (26)
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	a,..=a,.,,+ Bi!o a.
	a,..=a,.,,+ Bi!o a.
	a,..=a,.,,+ Bi!o a.
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	where it is assumed that .do is a deterministic parameter and that the fust term in Equation (25) equals the buckling load of the brace in the absence of lateral distnDuted load w. 
	The tubular joint capacity equations given in the design guidelines API RP2A-LRFD (API, 1993) are adopted in this work. To obtain the statistical properties of the joint-brace element resistance, it is assumed that the tensile and compressive capacities ofjoint and vertical diagonal braces are Lognonnally distn1mted. Using the results of structural system reliability for series systems, the cumulative distnDution function ofthe ultimate axial loading capacity of a joint-bracejoint system can be given as 
	L
	LI
	Figure
	(27) 

	LI
	Figure
	(28) 


	(29) 
	where µt and <ft (i=I to 3) denote the mean and slandard deviation ofthe tensile « compressive capacity ofthe brace and its associated joints. Given the capacity distnDution timction F.fr), µ. and <1R, the mean and standard deviation of the capacity of the joint-brace system can be estimated using numerical integration. 
	To estimate the lateral loading capacity of a given jacket bay, it is assumed that interconnecting horizontal brace elements 
	To estimate the lateral loading capacity of a given jacket bay, it is assumed that interconnecting horizontal brace elements 
	are rigid Further, the notion of Most Likely To Fail (ML TF) element is introduced. MLTF member is defined as the jointbrace element with the lowest expected ~ over sti1lhess ratio. Thus, the lower-bound capacity ofthe n• jacket bay R,. , which is associated with the first member failure in that bay, can be given as 

	(30) 
	(30) 
	Figure

	where F, is the sum ofbatter components ofaxial pile and leg forces in the given bay and 





	a= P • 
	a= P • 
	a= P • 
	.MLTF 
	(31)
	• TF 
	K...

	is the lateral drift of the n• jacket bay at the onset of first 
	member &ilun:. Kt are deterministic facton accounting ir geomell)' and relative member stifthess (aKt -horizontal shear fon:e ofbrace element I at the onset of fim brace « joint lililun: within the given bay). Assuming no correlation between the capacity of the MLTF member and lateral shear in the jadcet legs, the variance ofthe lower-bound capacity of the n• jacket bay can be given as 
	(32) 
	Figure

	where 
	Cf h.JILTF Cf; K 
	(33) 

	MLTF 
	Bn. denotes the bias associated with the batter component d axial leg force, F,,, at the given bay. The upper-bound capacity of the n• jacket bay RJ. , which is associated with tailure of all main load canying metnbers in that bay, can be given as 
	(34) 
	Figure

	where R, is the horizootal component of the ultimate axial capacity of the joint-brace element i. at account fur the postyielding behavior ofsemi-brittle brace or joint elements ( aJt residual strength of element i) and are assumed to have deterministic values. Assuming peifect C«relation among the member capacities Rt and Rwithin the given bay, the variance ofthe upper-bound capacity ofthen• jacket bay can be given as 
	1 
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	Foundation Capacity 
	Foundation Capacity 
	Foundation Capacity 
	Lateral and axial &ilun: modes are consida'Cd in the pile foundation. The lateral failure mode is similar to that ofthe deck legs. In addition to moment resistance of the piles, the lateral support provided by foundation soils and the batter component 

	Figure
	ofthe axial pile for= are considered. For clay and in case a· linearly increasing shear strength with depth, the ultimate lateral capacity ofthe pile, pa.1. can be estimated mm the following equation (Mortazavi and Bea, 1995) 
	(36) 
	where 
	where 
	where 

	c sM(-A+11~)+./(A+11~J+211P.1) 
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	(37) 
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	and s., denote the undrained shear strength at the mudline and pile-tip. Lp, D and X denote the embedded pile length, diameter and scour depth around the pile respectively. For a constant shear strength distribution over depth, Equation (36) reduces to that given by Tang and Gilbert (1990). For cobesionless soils, the distnbution of lateral soil pressure along a pile at a depth z, is assumed to be 
	s., 

	(42) 
	y denotes the submerged unit weight of soil and K,. is the passive lateral soil pressure coefficient and given by 
	K, =tan'(45 + ~) 
	(43) 

	~ is the effective angle of internal friction of the soil. The ultimate lateral foo:e that can be developed at the pile top is (Tang and Gilbert, 1990) 
	2.A-f (44) 


	P.=[x+o.s4{~;:,f] .
	P.=[x+o.s4{~;:,f] .
	P.=[x+o.s4{~;:,f] .
	The axial resistance of a pile is based on the combined ell.eds ofa shear yield 1m:e acting on the lateral surfilce of the pile and a normal yield 1m:e acting over the entire base end a the pile. Thus the ultimate axial capacity, Q, can be expressed as 

	Q-Q.+Q,-q A,+/_A.. (45) 
	Q-Q.+Q,-q A,+/_A.. (45) 
	Q-Q.+Q,-q A,+/_A.. (45) 
	Q denotes the ultimate end bearing and Q is the ultimate sbaft capaeity, q is the normal end yield force per unit of pile-end area acting on the area of pile tip A,. and Jn denotes the ultimate average shear yield force per unit oflateral surface area of the pile 
	acting on embedded area ofpile shaft A.,.. It is assumed that the pile is rigid and that shaft friction and end bearing for= me activated simultaneously. It is furtbtt assumed that the spacing of the piles is sufficiently great so that there is no interaction between the piles. 
	Taking into account the uncertainties in soil and pile material properties and biases associated with capacity modeling and using the FOSM approach described earlier, the uncertainty in foundation capacities can also be estimated. In the case d lateral pile capacity, the uncertainty associated with the batter component of the pile 1m:e is added to the total capacity uncertainty for vertically driven piles. 
	EXAMPLE APPUCA TION 
	Using the formulations presented in Ibis paper, the structural reliability of an actual offiibcre platform bas been evaluated. Located in the Main Pass area of the Gulf of Mexico, the eight-leg template-type platform is installed in a water depth ofapproximately 271 reet (Figure 1). Designed and installed in 1968-70, the platform bas been high environmental loading developed by hurricanes passing through the Gulf (Bea, et al 1995). Because the wind loading is less than 10 % ofthe total lateral loading, only
	exposed.to 
	sUllll11llri7.ed 

	(46) 
	Analytical models have been developed and w:rified to calculate the wavc-in-tbe-decl<: 1m:es (Bea, et al. 1995; Loch, Bea, 1995). 

	Figure
	The structural reliability of the example plalfOIDI is studied strength of compression braces and sriffiicss prope.1ies of interir the two principal orthogonal directions. For each load coonecting horimntal braces. ' 
	dnclioo, eight diffi:reot lililure modes are Identified mid -1yr.ed; one In the superstructure, me In the substructure, md two foundation fiillure modes. . 
	For aitical bending moment, M.., local buckling capacity P.., IDd global buckling capacity of diagonal braces, p.,, ~ mean-value c:urws given by Cox (1987) are utilized. These me represented by the following equations 

	M..= M,[I.ll~exp(-l.63~f,D)] (47) 
	M..= M,[I.ll~exp(-l.63~f,D)] (47) 
	Figure
	P-=P, ~o3-0.241l,') for 0 < l < I. 7 (49) 
	M,=Z I, 
	(50) 

	· P,= Af, (51) 
	(52)

	).=(~XX:~ 
	).=(~XX:~ 
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	where Z, l, and K are the plastic section modulus of the aosssection, slenderness ratio of the member, mid buckling length 1iiclm' respectively. For bending resistance, a combined coefficieot ofvariation (COV) of0.106 is given by Cox(l987). the COV fir local buckling is 0.117, which includes the test uncertainties, uncertainties in steel yield strength (COV =0.08) and uncertainties associated with fabrication. This value i; reported to be ~over the entire range ofpractical values d EtlfyD and Dlt respectiv
	A tubular joint failure mode is not included in the presented ieliability analysis since the leg-pile annulus and the joints me grouted and the joints are significantly stronger than the braces. In the general case, the joints capecities and the uncertainties and biases can be included in the analyses. 
	In this example, the upper-bound capacity f01D1ulation is used fir the jacket bays. Deterministic va1nes are assigned to brace residual strength fi>ctols a, which are cahbrated to give results consistent with those gained ftom a detailed noolinear pushover analysis ofthe studied plalfOIDI (Bea, et al~ 1995). In a general case however, the a filctor is unknown and can be 
	cons~ ~ a . rand'?m variable itself The uncertainty associated with this variable reflects the modeling uncertainty introduced by using simplifying assumptions regarding residual 
	Due to lack of data regarding the pile capacity modeling uncertainty, the total uncertainties recommended by Tang mid Gilbert (1990) me used, which are bued on test results ad bnplicitly Include the model unca1llinties (Table S). The uncertainty assoclated with the beUa" c:oinroc-t ofthe pile ilRlC is added to the total capKily uncertainty givco fir wrtlcal piles. Available test data on mdllly 1oeded piles lndjcate a wry wide nmge in capKily bias. the uncertainties assodll'ed with axial capecities ofdriven 
	Due to lack of data regarding the pile capacity modeling uncertainty, the total uncertainties recommended by Tang mid Gilbert (1990) me used, which are bued on test results ad bnplicitly Include the model unca1llinties (Table S). The uncertainty assoclated with the beUa" c:oinroc-t ofthe pile ilRlC is added to the total capKily uncertainty givco fir wrtlcal piles. Available test data on mdllly 1oeded piles lndjcate a wry wide nmge in capKily bias. the uncertainties assodll'ed with axial capecities ofdriven 
	To study the effect on FOSM iesults of different probability distnDutions ofmaximum wave height and nonlinear limit state functions, the computer program CALREL (Liu et. al, 1989). was used to perform FORM IDd SORM analyses in addition to FOSM analysis. In the case ofLognormally dis1n"buted load mid capacity variables, the results ftom the simplified FOSM analysis and those ftom more sophisticated FORM and SORM are given in Tables 8 and 9. FORM and SORM analyses have also been performed assuming a Type I Ex
	The iesults summarized in Tables 8 and 9 and Figures 2 and 3 indicate that the most probable failure mode in both loading cases involves the fiillure ofthe diagonals in the seoood jacket bay. The large un=Wnties in storm loadings are due to uncertainties in fine calculations and those associated with pedicted wave heights. The large uncertainties in jacket bay capecities are mainly due to uncertainties associated with the lateral loading mid the load-capacity correlation which is implicitly 8CC8Ullte<l for 
	Based on the FOSM results, unimodal bounds on annual probabilities of lililure are estimated for both loading directions IDd given in Table 7. The tililure probabilities range from about 1 % ~year to ~ % per year depending on the assumptions regarding correlation of the failure modes. Given the laige ~uncertainties relative to those of the component capac1ties, one would expect the correlation ofthe fililure modes 
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	to be nearly IJDity (Nordal ct al. 1988). Thus, the most realistic &lkR probability would be rqnsented by the lower bound results. 
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	A simplified procedure is presented to pcrfonn structural reliability llll8lysis of conventional, jacket-type, ofliibcrc pllllforms. Simplified formulations of storm loadings OD and c:apacitics of such platforms arc to develop a probabilistic failure analysis procedure. These formulations have been developed and verified during recent studies by the authors (Bea and DesRoches, 1993, Mortazavi and Bea, 1994, Bea and Mortazavi, 1995, Bea et al., 1995, Young. Bea, 1995). Comparisons of these formulations with 
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	A case study is performed and the structural reliability of an eight-leg offihore drilling and production platform located in Gulf of Mexico is studied In addition to reliability indices fir different failure modes, unimodal bounds foc the system probability of failure is estimated. Using the computer program CALREL, first order and second order reliabilities are also computed. Two diffc:rell! distributions are selected for the maximum wave height; Lognormal and Type I Extreme Value. In both cases the resul
	The simplified procedure introduced in this paper is meant to enable the avenge structural engineer to rapidly perlixm structural reliability analyses of jacket-type offilhore platforms. This reliability based screening procedure can be used to identify the critical structures that need to undergo a detailed assessment so that the limited available resources can be most efficiently Moreover, this method can be used in the design optimization ofplatform structures to help assure that desirable robustness or 
	utiliz.ed. 
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	Table 3: Force Coefficient Uncertainties (Bea, 1990) 
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	Table 4: Column Resistance Uncertainties (Cox, 1987) 
	l 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
	COY 0.099 0.100 0.106 0.119 0.150 0.212 . Table 5: Lateral Pile Capacity Uncertainties (Tang, 1990) . 
	Lateral Ca-·c'"' In: Blas COY Clav 0.92 0.20 Sand 0.81 0.21 
	Table 6: Axial Pile Capacity Uncertainties (Tang, 1988) 
	Axial Pile Canacitv in: Bias COY Sand 0.9 0.47 -0.56 Clav 1.3 -3.7 0.32 -0.53 
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	Table 8: Component Reliabilities, Broadside Loading (Example Platform) 
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	Table 9: Component Reliabilities, End-on Loading (Example Platform) 
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	Figure 3: Component Safety Indices (Annual) for End-on 
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